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Abstract 
In the logging industry, depth measurement is the basis of logging. Almost all logging 
projects are inseparable from depth, so depth system is an essential part. At present, the 
errors of wireline logging depth in Bohai oilfield mainly include manual error, 
martindike error and cable elongation error. This paper analyzes the causes of the depth 
error of wireline logging, and finds out a set of effective methods to eliminate the error, 
which provides a guarantee for the accuracy of the depth of wireline logging and the 
reliability of data. 
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1. Introduction 

In the logging industry, depth measurement is the basis of logging, and almost all logging projects 
are inseparable from depth. Both wireline logging and logging while drilling have their own depth 
system and the emergence of depth error. This paper mainly discusses the possible emergence and 
correction of error in wireline logging[1]. 

2. Error Generation 

In the process of wireline logging, the relative depth is usually obtained through Martin dyke and 
depth system, and then the final absolute depth is obtained through manual wellhead zeroing and 
magnetic mark depth correction. 

 

 
Fig.1 Wireline logging depth process 

 

According to the analysis of the above process (Fig. 1), in the process of logging, the error of cable 
depth is mainly manifested in the following three aspects: manual operation error, martindike error 
and cable elongation error[2-3]. 
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3. Error Elimination  

3.1 Manual Operation Error 

Manual operation errors are mainly reflected in whether the length of the instrument string is 
measured accurately, whether the connection of the instrument string into the well is in place, and 
whether the wellhead zero is accurate. These errors can be eliminated and avoided. Before entering 
the well, verify the accurate length of the instrument string and input it into the depth system correctly, 
so the problem of measuring the length of the instrument string can be eliminated. The error of 
wellhead to zero can also be eliminated by correcting the depth at the overshoes[4]. 

3.2 Martindale Error 

Martin dyke is a special equipment used to measure depth in logging industry. The logging cable 
passes through Martin dyke. The running logging cable drives the measurement wheel of Martin dyke 
to rotate. The synchronously rotating photoelectric encoder outputs pulse signals to measure the depth 
and speed of the cable. (Fig. 2). 

 

 
Fig. 2 Martin dyke 

 

During logging, the rotation of the measuring wheel drives the grating disc to rotate with the rise and 
fall of the cable through the depth transmission mechanism, and the light source lamp makes the 
photoelectric pulse generator generate photoelectric pulses through the special grating disc. The 
number of pulses output per unit time reflects the logging speed; From the depth starting point, the 
cumulative pulse number records the logging depth. 

The error is whether there is an error between the specification of the measuring wheel and the 
calibration standard. After logging for a long time, the surface of the measuring wheel will be worn 
due to the friction with the cable, and then the depth error will occur; This error is eliminated by the 
method of cable magnetic mark depth correction[5]. 

The method of cable magnetic mark depth correction is to zero at the wellhead first, and confirm that 
the winch depth panel is the same as the logging depth panel. When running down to the surface 
casing shoe, lift up and measure and calibrate the depth to the depth of the casing shoe on the drilling 
report. After pulling out the casing, lift up and listen to two cable marks continuously, and record the 
depth of the cable marks. When lowering to close to the bottom of the well, lift up the two cable 
marks, record the depth and compare it with the depth of the cable marks that should be read. The 
difference is the cable elongation. If the cable mark heard after casing out is 515m and the well depth 
is 2000m, the cable mark shall be heard every 25m. The cable mark shall be heard in 1965 or 1990 
meters, but the actual mark is heard in 1968 meters, and the cable elongation value is 3m; Eliminate 
the error and lower it to the bottom of the well for logging. The accuracy of this depth correction 
method lies in whether the cable magnetic mark scale is accurate. There are four commonly used 
methods for magnetic marking of cables: 

(1) Manual: manually inject magnetism on the cable; 

(2) According to the depth: according to the depth of the calibrator, the system automatically injects 
magnetism on the cable at a certain distance; 
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(3) Make according to the mark: the marker shall be separated from the magnetic injector at a certain 
distance, and another mark shall be injected every time a mark is detected; 

(4) According to the CCL, measure the CCL signal in the standard well, and automatically fill the 
magnetic mark on the cable according to the depth and length of the casing. 

The second method of cable magnetic marking commonly used in Bohai area is: magnetic marking 
according to depth; For the magnetic mark made according to the depth, the depth error will 
accumulate, and the cable has no contrast, so the fourth method needs to be used to inject magnetism 
into the cable: CCL logging depth magnetic mark calibration method. 

The principle of depth mark calibration method of CCL cable magnetic calibrator is to add magnetic 
signal to the logging cable according to the downhole casing depth of standard well. This is to make 
use of the established depth of each casing in the well. Every time the casing coupling is detected, the 
depth system will be tested once, so as to calibrate, obtain the error between the theoretical depth and 
the actual depth, and timely determine the depth requiring magnetic injection according to the 
corrected depth and mark it, so as to eliminate the error and maintain the accurate depth team value 
and mark value. 

4. Error Elimination of a Well in Wireline Logging 

As an example, baker57 series wireline logging is used in well XX. When the instrument is measured 
correctly and the wellhead is zeroed, the magnetic mark and look-up table are used to correct 
Martindale error and cable tension error: 

Well depth: 3741.4m. 

First mark at casing shoe: 103.6. 

Last mark at well bottom: 3730.9m. 

Cable tension tten: 3100lbs. 

Cable model: 7h464. 

 

 
Fig.3 Correction chart 
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(1) "Wheel error": the depth of the last mark should be 3728.6m. This 2.3m error is "wheel error", 
which is a linear error, which is corrected by automatic correction program during the upper 
measurement process. If only this error is considered, the automatic correction coefficient X is: 2.3 / 
(3728.6-103.6) = x / 1000, and the solution is x = 0.64 (that is, the correction coefficient is -
0.64m/1000m, but the correction coefficient is not added at this time). The depth will be -2.3m (e.g. 
3730.9-2.3 = 3728.6m). 

(2) Cable elongation error: check the table and find that the intersection of 3750m (about) and 3100lbs 
is on the correction amount of 1.25m (as shown in Fig. 3 above). Add this correction amount to the 
current depth (3728.6 + 1.25 = 3729.85). 

(3) This stretching amount of 1.25m must be reduced manually step by step in the process of upper 
measurement. During the upper survey, check the table once every 100-150m to find out the 
intersection of current depth and tension. The mark should appear at the position of "depth + 
stretching amount" (stretching amount gradually decreases to 0 with the upper survey). If there is a 
small error, you can use "fast add" or "fast sub" to fine tune (i.e. add / subtract 0.1M every 5m, this 
action should be done in mudstone section or non target section). Normally, the "0" correction will 
appear at about 2700m, which means that later marks will appear at the "expected depth", such as 
2703.6/2678.6/2653.6/2628.6m (i.e. xx78.6, xx53.6, xx28.6, xx03.6m...) appear. 

(4) Start setting the automatic correction factor. That is, set the coefficient calculated in step 1 to 0.64 
in "measure wheel correction" (only positive numbers can be input, and select "understand.." in 
combination) Or "oversize.." - 0.64/1000m or + 0.64/1000m) will appear in the acquisition window. 
In this case, the wheel size is too small, so click the second option "underline wheel (sub inhole / add 
outle)" as shown in Fig. 4 below. 

 

 
Fig.4 Depth system 

 

Later, the automatic correction factor is always used until the well is measured and completed. 
Midway tracking mark, use "fast add" or "fast sub" to fine tune. In this way, after reaching the casing 
shoe, the depth is aligned. 

The above description is the standard depth correction process under ideal well conditions. The theory 
comes from the OTM Manual of Baker atlas. You need to understand the standard operation steps, 
but in practice, the above depth correction process may be affected by factors such as well deviation, 
dog leg belly, twist direction and so on. In practical operation, we need flexible operation, such as 
combining logging depth as a reference. 

5. Conclusion 

In the process of wireline logging, depth is a crucial link. By analyzing the causes of cable error, the 
corresponding error can be eliminated according to relevant methods to obtain accurate logging depth, 
and then provide a strong basis for logging data collection, logging interpretation, formation analysis, 
well completion and perforation. 
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